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Abstract
Let V be a total subring of a skew field K and let (G,P ) be a right ordered group with P the cone
of non-negative elements so that a crossed product K ∗ G of G over K has a right quotient skew field
Q(K ∗ G). We want to determine total subrings R of Q(K ∗ G) with R ∩ K = V , that is, extensions of
V in Q(K ∗ G). We describe the class of all those extensions R, called Gauss extensions of V , for which
A = R ∩ K ∗ G is a graded subring of K ∗ G with (xa)−1 ∈ A if xa /∈ A for x ∈ G and a ∈ K . This can
be applied to give explicit constructions of such subrings A and their corresponding extensions R obtained
through localization. Information about the prime ideals of R and the graded prime ideals of A is obtained,
and it is shown that the skew fields R = R/J (R) are quotient skew fields of the crossed products V ∗E for
certain subgroups E of G with V the residue skew field V/J (V ) of V . This result is one of the motivations
to consider crossed products K ∗G rather than just the skew group ring of G over K .
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Throughout this paper, V will denote a total subring (sometimes called a valuation ring) of
a skew field K with V = K , that is, either a ∈ V or a−1 ∈ V for any non-zero a ∈ K , and G
will be a group with a pure cone P , that is, P · P ⊆ P , P ∪ P−1 = G and P ∩ P−1 = {e}, with
P−1 = {p−1 | p ∈ P }, where e is the identity element of G. We define a right order r on G as
follows: for any x, y ∈ G, x r y if and only if yx−1 ∈ P and similarly, we define a left order on
G by x l y if and only if x−1y ∈ P .
Let K ∗G be a crossed product algebra of G over K , that is, it is a ring with a right K-basis
{x | x ∈ G}, a copy of G. Thus each element of K ∗ G is uniquely a finite sum Σx∈Gxax with
ax ∈ K . The multiplication is determined by the following: for any x, y ∈ G, xy = xyτ(x, y),
where τ :G × G → K∗ = K \ {0}, and ax = xaσ(x) for any a ∈ K , where σ :G → Aut(K) is a
mapping. The mappings σ and τ have to satisfy the following two conditions:
(A1) τ (x, yz)τ (y, z) = τ(xy, z)τ (x, y)σ(z), ∀x, y, z ∈ G,
since x(yz) = (xy)z, and
(A2) aσ(xy)τ (x, y) = τ(x, y)(aσ(x))σ(y), ∀x, y ∈ G, ∀a ∈ K,
since a(xy) = (ax)y.
The associativity of the multiplication in K ∗G will follow from (A1) and (A2), and we refer
the reader to the books [P,R] for some elementary properties of crossed product algebras.
It is easy to see that K ∗ G is a domain, because G is a left and right ordered group and that
K ∗ G is a graded division ring, that is, every non-zero homogeneous element is invertible (see
[NV, p. 38]).
Malcev’s problem (see [MA]), that is, whether the group ring K[G] can be embedded into a
skew field remains open. However, K ∗G can be embedded into a skew field if G is an ordered
group, like the free group for example, see [N], or in special cases as considered by N.I. Dubrovin
in [D1,D2]. In these last cases it is also the goal to construct valuation rings with exceptional
prime ideals (see also [BD]).
We assume in this paper that K ∗G is a right Ore domain and therefore a skew field Q(K ∗G)
of right quotients of K ∗G exists.
Furthermore, in order to study graded subrings of K ∗ G lying over V , we will consider the
following condition:
τ(x, y) ∈ U(V σ(xy)) for any x, y ∈ G and σ(e) ∈ Aut(V ).
Here U(S) stands for the group of units of a ring S. If K ∗ G satisfies the condition, then it is
called a V -crossed product algebra of G over K .
In this paper, we always assume that K ∗ G is a V -crossed product algebra and that τ is
normalized, that is, τ(x, e) = 1 = τ(e, x) for any x ∈ G so that e is the identity of K ∗ G; (see
[R, Exercise 1, p. 255] or [P, Exercise 2, p. 9] for normalizing factor sets and note that K ∗G is
still a V -crossed product algebra after normalizing if K ∗G is a V -crossed product algebra).
Now a graded subring A =⊕x∈G xAx of K ∗G is called a graded total subring of K ∗G if
for any non-zero homogeneous element xa, either xa ∈ A or (xa)−1 ∈ A. A graded total subring
A =⊕x∈G xAx is said to be a graded extension of V in K ∗ G if Ae = V . We refer the reader
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not mentioned in the paper.
It is the goal of this paper to describe total subrings R of Q(K ∗G) with R ∩K = V and the
property that for any α = x1a1 + · · · + xnan ∈ K ∗G,
αR = xiaiR
for some i with xiaiR ⊇ xjajR for any j (1 j  n).
We will then say that R is a Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗ G). MacLane called extensions
of this type the extensions of stage one in the case of commutative polynomial rings (see [M]),
and this problem was considered in [BS2,XKM2] for skew group rings and in particular for skew
polynomial rings.
We will use graded extensions A of V in K ∗ G to determine all Gauss extensions of V in
Q(K ∗G), see Theorems 1.6 and 1.7.
In Section 2, the ideal theory of such rings is developed and a general result about the residue
skew fields R/J (R) is obtained, see Theorem 2.3.
In Section 3, particular constructions of graded extensions of V in K ∗ G and their corre-
sponding Gauss extensions are given, see for example Propositions 3.7 and 3.8.
The results obtained in this paper will be applied in a forthcoming paper to describe all Gauss
extensions S of V contained in a fixed Gauss extension R of V , and those Gauss extensions T
of V that contain R. There also a detailed description of the prime spectrum is given for those
Gauss extensions R of V that appear in Propositions 3.8 and 3.9 of the present paper.
1. Gauss extensions and graded extensions
Let K ∗ G be a V -crossed product algebra of G over K with its right quotient skew field
Q(K ∗ G) and let A =⊕x∈G xAx be a graded extension of V in K ∗ G. We will write Jg(A)
for the graded Jacobson radical of A, the intersection of all graded maximal right ideals of A. It
turns out that Jg(A) is the intersection of all graded maximal left ideals of A, see [NV, (I.7.4),
p. 53].
In this section, we will prove that Jg(A) is localizable and R = AJg(A), the localization of A
at Jg(A), is a Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗ G), and that the converse is also true: if R is a
Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗ G), then A = R ∩ K ∗ G is a graded extension of V in K ∗ G
with R = AJg(A).
For any non-zero homogeneous elements xa and yb, where x, y ∈ G and a, b ∈ K , it follows
that
(xa)−1 = a−1x−1 = a−1x−1τ(x, x−1)−1 = x−1(a−1)σ (x−1)τ(x, x−1)−1
and
(xa)(yb) = xyτ(x, y)aσ(y)b.
Thus, the set of all non-zero homogeneous elements of K ∗G is a group G under multiplication.
We write P(A) = G ∩A, for the set of all non-zero homogeneous elements of A.
The following is an easy lemma which is frequently used in the paper without references.
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V σ(x) and right V -submodule of K .
Proposition 1.2. Let A =⊕x∈G xAx be a graded subring of K ∗ G with Ae = V . Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) A is a graded extension of V in K ∗G.
(2) {αA | α ∈ G} is linearly ordered by inclusion.
(3) {Aα | α ∈ G} is linearly ordered by inclusion.
(4) The set of all graded right ideals of A is linearly ordered by inclusion.
(5) The set of all graded left ideals of A is linearly ordered by inclusion.
(6) For any x ∈ G, K = Ax ∪ (A−1x−1)σ(x
−1)−1
, where A−1
x−1 = {a−1 | 0 = a ∈ Ax−1}.
Proof. That the conditions (1) to (5) are equivalent is proved in the same way as for conditions
(1) to (5) for commutative valuation rings (see [G, Theorem 16.3]).
(1) ⇒ (6): Suppose that (1) holds. For any x ∈ G and 0 = a ∈ K , if xa ∈ A, then a ∈ Ax . If
xa /∈ A, then A  (xa)−1 = x−1(a−1)σ(x−1)τ (x, x−1)−1 and so (a−1)σ(x−1)τ (x, x−1)−1 ∈ Ax−1 .





(6) ⇒ (1): Suppose that (6) holds and let xa be any element in G. If a ∈ Ax, then xa ∈ A. If
a /∈ Ax , then a = (b−1)σ(x−1)−1 for some b ∈ Ax−1 and so (a−1)σ(x−1)= b follows. Thus, it fol-
lows that (xa)−1= x−1(a−1)σ(x−1)τ (x, x−1)−1 ∈ x−1Ax−1 ⊆ A. Hence A is a graded extension
of V in K ∗G. 
The following lemma, see [P, (1.1)(ii)], is easily derived from the definition of crossed product
algebras. We will give its proof for the reader’s convenience.
Lemma 1.3.
(1) (kσ(x))σ (y) = τ(x, y)−1kσ(xy)τ (x, y) for any k ∈ K and x, y ∈ G.
(2) Let W be a left V and right V -module in K . Then (Wσ(x))σ (y) = Wσ(xy) for any x, y ∈ G.
In particular, if Wσ(x) ⊇ W , then W ⊇ Wσ(x−1).
Proof. (1) This follows from the condition (A2).
(2) It follows from (1) that (Wσ(x))σ (y) = τ(x, y)−1Wσ(xy)τ (x, y) = Wσ(xy), because
τ(x, y) ∈ U(V σ(xy)) and Wσ(xy) is a V σ(xy) bi-module. If Wσ(x) ⊇ W , then Wσ(x−1) ⊆
(Wσ(x))σ (x
−1) = W . 
Proposition 1.4. Let A =⊕x∈G xAx be a graded extension of V in K ∗G. Then
(1) Either Ax ⊇ V or Ax−1 ⊇ V for any x ∈ G.
(2) If Ax ⊇ V , then Ax−1 ⊆ V for any x ∈ G. In particular, if Ax ⊃ V , then Ax−1 ⊆ J (V ), for
any x ∈ G.
(3) If Ax = V = Ax−1 , then V σ(x) = V .
(4) Ax = K if and only if Ax−1 = (0).
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x ∈ G. Suppose that Ax ⊂ V and Ax−1 ⊂ V for some x ∈ G. Then Ax ⊆ J (V ) and Ax−1 ⊆
J (V ). We may assume that Ax ⊇ Ax−1 and let a ∈ V \ Ax . Then a−1 /∈ Ax and so there are b
and c in Ax−1 such that a = (b−1)σ(x−1)−1 and a−1 = (c−1)σ(x−1)−1 by Proposition 1.2. Thus
1 = aa−1 = ((cb)−1)σ(x−1)−1 and cb = 1 follows, which is a contradiction. Hence either Ax ⊇ V
or Ax−1 ⊇ V for any x ∈ G.
(2) For any x ∈ G, we have xAxx−1Ax−1 = τ(x, x−1)Aσ(x
−1)
x Ax−1 ⊆ V and x−1Ax−1xAx =
τ(x−1, x)Aσ(x)
x−1 Ax ⊆ V . So it follows that
Aσ(x
−1)
x Ax−1 ⊆ V and Aσ(x)x−1 Ax ⊆ V. ()
Thus if Ax ⊇ V , then Ax−1 ⊆ V by (), because 1 ∈ Aσ(x
−1)
x . Suppose that Ax ⊃ V and Ax−1 
J (V ), then Ax−1 = V and so Ax ⊆ V by (), which is a contradiction. Hence Ax−1 ⊆ J (V ).
(3) It follows from () that V σ(x−1) ⊆ V and V σ(x) ⊆ V . So V = (V σ(x−1))σ (x) ⊆ V σ(x) ⊆ V
by Lemma 1.3. Hence V = V σ(x) follows.
(4) This follows from () and Proposition 1.2(6). 
Lemma 1.5. Let A =⊕x∈G xAx be a graded extension of V in K ∗G. Then
(1) Jg(A) = {α = Σxax ∈ A | xax /∈ U(A) for all x ∈ Supp(α)}, where Supp(α) = {x ∈ G,
ax = 0}, the support of α = Σ xax .
(2) Jg(A) is a completely prime ideal of A with Jg(A)∩K = J (V ).
Proof. (1) Let M = {α = Σxax ∈ A | xax /∈ U(A) for all x ∈ Supp(α)}. To prove that M is an
additive subgroup of A, let xax, yay ∈ P(A)∩M and we may assume that (xax)−1yay ∈ A, that
is, yay ∈ xaxA. Then xax + yay ∈ xaxA ⊂ A, which shows M is an additive subgroup of A. To
prove that M is an ideal, let xax ∈ M and yay ∈ P(A), then xaxyay and yayxax are both not
units in A, because xax is not a unit in A. Thus M is an ideal. Furthermore, it is easy to show
from the definition of M that M is a unique graded maximal right ideal and hence M = Jg(A)
follows.
(2) Let α = x1a1 + · · · + xnan and β = y1b1 + · · · + bnbn ∈ A \ Jg(A). Suppose that x1 <l
x2 <l · · · <l xn and y1 <r y2 <r · · · <r yn. Since Jg(A) is a graded ideal, there exists a minimal
index i with xiai ∈ U(A) and a minimal index j with yjbj ∈ U(A).
We claim that the xiyj -term in the product αβ is a unit in A and hence αβ /∈ Jg(A). The
product xiaiyj bj is a unit in A. Since xi′yj ′ = xiyj for i′  i, j ′  j and (i, j) = (i′, j ′), there
are no contributions to the xiyj -term of αβ from the products xi′ai′yj ′bj ′ with i′  i, j ′  j and
(i, j) = (i′, j ′).
Since the remaining products xi′′ai′′yj ′′bj ′′ with either i′′ < i or j ′′ < j are all contained in
Jg(A), the xiyj -term of the product αβ has the form xiyj c = xiaiyj bj + γ, with c ∈ K and
γ ∈ Jg(A). Since Jg(A) is an ideal and xiaiyj bj /∈ Jg(A), it follows that xiyj c /∈ Jg(A), which
proves our claim. Therefore, Jg(A) is a completely prime ideal.
It is clear from (1) that Jg(A)∩K = J (V ). 
Let I be a prime ideal of a ring S with the quotient ring Q and C(I) = {c ∈ S | c is regular
mod I }. If C(I) is a right Ore set, then we say that I is right localizable and we denote by SI the
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and (S : C)r = {q ∈ Q | Cq ⊆ S}.
Theorem 1.6. Let A =⊕x∈G xAx be a graded extension of V in K ∗ G. Then Jg(A) is right
localizable and R = AJg(A) is a Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗G).
Proof. First we will prove that Jg(A) is right localizable. Let α and γ be in A with γ /∈ Jg(A).
Then we have γ−1α = βδ−1 for some β, δ ∈ K ∗ G, that is, αδ = γβ . Write β = β1 + · · · + βn
and δ = δ1 + · · · + δm, where βi, δj ∈ G. We may assume that Aβ1 ⊇ Aβi for any i, 1 i  n,
and Aδ1 ⊇ Aδj for any j, 1 j m, by Proposition 1.2. If Aβ1 ⊇ Aδ1, then αδβ−11 = γββ−11
and δβ−11 , ββ
−1
1 ∈ A but ββ−11 /∈ Jg(A). Thus we have δβ−11 /∈ Jg(A) since Jg(A) is completely
prime. If Aδ1 ⊇ Aβ1, then α(δδ−11 ) = γ (βδ−11 ) and δδ−11 , βδ−11 ∈ A but δδ−11 /∈ Jg(A). Hence
Jg(A) is right localizable.
Let α = α1 + · · · + αn be any element in K ∗ G, where αi ∈ G. Suppose that α1A ⊇ αiA
for all i (1 i  n). Then α−11 α ∈ A \ Jg(A) and so AJg(A) = R = α−11 αR, that is, α1R = αR.
Similarly, we have Rα = Rαi for some i with Aαi ⊇ Aαj for all j (1  j  n). With these
properties we will next prove that R is a total subring of Q(K ∗G).
Let α, β be any elements of K ∗G. Then Rαβ−1 = Rα1β−1 for some α1 ∈ G and βα−11 R =
γ1R for some γ1 ∈ G, because βα−11 ∈ K ∗ G. Since A is a graded extension of V in K ∗ G,
we have either γ1 ∈ A or γ−11 ∈ A. Suppose that γ−11 ∈ A. Then Rαβ−1 = Rα1β−1 = (R :
βα−11 R)l = Rγ−11 ⊆ R. So αβ−1 ∈ R. Suppose that γ1 ∈ A. Then βα−1R = (R : Rαβ−1)r =
(R : Rα1β−1)r = βα−11 R = γ1R and so (αβ−1)−1 ∈ R follows. Hence R is a total subring of
Q(K ∗ G). It is clear that R ∩ K ∗ G ⊇ A. To prove the converse inclusion, let γ = αβ−1 ∈
R ∩ K ∗ G, where α,β ∈ A and β /∈ Jg(A). Write γ = γ1 + · · · + γn (γi ∈ G) with γ1A ⊇ γiA
for all i (1 i  n). Then we have R ⊇ αR = γβR = γ1R and so γ1 ∈ R ∩K ∗G. Again write
γ1 = δη−1 for some δ, η ∈ A and η /∈ Jg(A) with δ = δ1 + · · · + δl and η = η1 + · · · + ηm, where
δi, ηj ∈ P(A) and ηi ∈ U(A) for some i. Then γ1ηi = δj for some j and so γ1 = δjη−1i ∈ A.
Since γ1A ⊇ γiA for all i, we have γ ∈ A. Hence R ∩ K ∗ G = A. In particular, R ∩ K =
R ∩ K ∗ G ∩ K = A ∩ K = V . Therefore R is an extension of V in Q(K ∗ G), and it follows
from an earlier observation that R is a Gauss extension of V. 
Conversely we will prove that every Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗ G) is obtained by the
right localization of a graded extension of V in K ∗G at its graded Jacobson radical.
Theorem 1.7. Let R be a Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗G). Then A = R ∩K ∗G is a graded
extension of V in K ∗G with Jg(A) = J (R)∩K ∗G and R = AJg(A).
Proof. For any x ∈ G, set xAx = R∩xK . It is clear that A ⊇⊕x∈G xAx . To prove the converse
inclusion, let α = α1 + · · · + αn be any element in A, where αi ∈ xiK for some xi ∈ G. Suppose
that α1R ⊇ αiR for any i (1  i  n). Then R ⊇ αR = α1R and so αi ∈ R for all i. Hence
αi ∈ xiK ∩R = xiAxi , which proves A ⊆
⊕
x∈G xAx . Hence A =
⊕
x∈G xAx , a graded subring
of K ∗G. Similarly, it follows that J (R)∩K ∗G is a graded ideal of A, that is, J (R)∩K ∗G =⊕
x∈G xJx , where xJx = J (R)∩ xK .
To prove that Jg(A) = J (R)∩K ∗G, it suffices to prove that I = A for any graded right ideal
I of A with I  J (R) ∩ K ∗ G. Let α = α1 + · · · + αn ∈ I \ J (R) ∩ K ∗ G, where αi ∈ G and
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that is, α1 ∈ U(A). Since α1 ∈ I , we have I = A as desired.
To prove that A is a graded extension of V in K ∗G, let xa be any element in G. Then either
xa ∈ R or (xa)−1 ∈ R implies either xa ∈ A or (xa)−1 ∈ A. Furthermore V = R ∩ K = A ∩ K
shows that Ae = V . Hence A is a graded extension of V in K ∗G.
Since Jg(A) = J (R)∩K ∗G, we have A\Jg(A) ⊆ R \J (R) = U(R) and so AJg(A) ⊆ R. To
prove the converse inclusion, let α = βγ−1 be any element in R. We may assume that β,γ ∈ A,
because Q(K ∗ G) is the quotient ring of AJg(A), by Theorem 1.6. Write γ = γ1 + · · · + γn,
where γi ∈ P(A) with Aγ1 ⊇ Aγi for any i, 1 i  n. Then γ γ−11 ∈ A and γ γ−11 /∈ Jg(A). So
γ γ−11 ∈ U(AJg(A)). Hence since α = βγ−1 = βγ−11 (γ1γ−1), we have
R ⊇ αAJg(A) = βγ−11
(
γ1γ
−1)AJg(A) = βγ−11 AJg(A)  βγ−11 ,
that is, βγ−11 ∈ R ∩ K ∗ G = A. Thus α ∈ αAJg(A) = βγ−11 AJg(A) ⊆ AJg(A). Therefore R =
AJg(A) follows. 
Let R be a Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗ G) and let A = R ∩ K ∗ G. Then A is called a
graded extension of V in K ∗G corresponding to R. From Theorems 1.6 and 1.7, we have
Corollary 1.8. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all Gauss extensions
of V in Q(K ∗ G) and the set of all graded extensions of V in K ∗ G, which is given by A →
Φ(A) = AJg(A) and R → Ψ (R) = R ∩K ∗G, where A is a graded extension of V in K ∗G and
R is a Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗G).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.7 that Φ(Ψ (R)) = R, for any Gauss extension R of V.
Let A be a graded extension of V , hence Φ(A) = AJg(A) is a Gauss extension of V by Theo-
rem 1.6 and Ψ (Φ(A)) = A˜ ⊇ A is a graded extension of V , by Theorem 1.7. It remains to show
that any element γ ∈ A˜ is contained in A. Since A˜ is a graded extension, we can assume that γ
is a homogeneous element and that γ = αβ−1, for α ∈ A and β ∈ A \ Jg(A). Then γβ = α ∈ A
implies γ ∈ A, since at least one component of β is a unit in A. Hence, Ψ (Φ(A)) = A. 
2. Ideal theory and residue skew fields
Throughout this section, let R be a Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗ G), R ∩ K ∗ G = A =⊕
x∈G xAx be the graded extension of V in K ∗G corresponding to R and let P(A) = G ∩A as
in Section 1. In this section, we will study the ideal theoretical properties between R and A, and
a relation between R/J (R) and A/Jg(A).
Theorem 2.1. Let R be a Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗ G) and let A =⊕x∈G xAx be the
graded extension of V in K ∗G corresponding to R. Then:
(1) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all right ideals of R and the set of
all graded right ideals of A, which is given by I → Ig = I ∩K ∗G, where I is a right ideal
of R, and Ig → IgR for a graded right ideal Ig of A.
(2) I is an ideal of R if and only if Ig is a graded ideal of A.
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that is, a graded and completely prime ideal of A.
(4) I is a prime ideal of R if and only if Ig is a graded prime ideal of A, that is, a graded and
prime ideal of A.
Proof. (1) Let I be any right ideal of R and Ig = I ∩ K ∗ G. It is clear that Ig is a right ideal
of A. To prove that I is graded, let α = α1 + · · · + αn ∈ Ig , where αi ∈ P(A) with α1A ⊇ αiA
for all i, 1  i  n. Then, since R is a Gauss extension, it follows that α1R = αR ⊆ I so that
α1 ∈ I ∩K ∗G = Ig , and hence αi ∈ Ig for all i. Hence Ig is graded. To prove that I = IgR, let
α = βγ−1 ∈ I , where β,γ ∈ A and γ /∈ Jg(A). Then I ⊇ αR = βγ−1R = βR and so β ∈ Ig .
Hence α ∈ IgR and I = IgR follows.
Conversely, let Ig be any graded right ideal of A. Then we will prove that IgR ∩K ∗G = Ig .
Let α = βγ−1 ∈ IgR ∩ K ∗ G, where β ∈ Ig and γ ∈ A \ Jg(A). Then αγ = β ∈ Ig . Write
β = β1 + · · · + βn, where βi ∈ P(A) and β1A ⊇ βiA for any i (1  i  n). It follows that
αR = αγR = βR = β1R and so β−11 α ∈ R ∩ K ∗ G = A. Hence α ∈ β1A ⊆ Ig , because Ig is
graded, proving that IgR ∩K ∗G = Ig .
(2) Suppose that I is an ideal of R. Then Ig is an ideal of A.
Conversely, suppose that Ig is a graded ideal of A. In order to prove that IgR is an ideal of R,
it suffices to prove that γ−1α ∈ IgR for any α ∈ Ig and γ ∈ A \ Jg(A). There exist β, δ ∈ A
with δ /∈ Jg(A) such that γ−1α = βδ−1, that is, αδ = γβ ∈ Ig . Write β = β1 + · · · + βm and
γ = γ1 + · · · + γn, where βi, γj ∈ P(A) with β1A ⊇ βiA for any i (1 i m) and γ1A ⊇ γjA
for any j (1 j  n). Then IgR ⊇ αδR = γβR = γβ1R and so Ig = IgR∩K ∗G  γβ1 by (1).
Since Ig is graded, it follows that γiβ1 ∈ Ig and in particular, γ1β1 ∈ Ig so that β1 ∈ Ig , because
γ1 ∈ U(A) by Lemma 1.5. Hence β ∈ Ig follows and thus γ−1α = βδ−1 ∈ IgR, as desired.
(3) Suppose that I is a completely prime ideal. Then Ig is completely prime, because A/Ig ⊆
R/I , a domain.
Conversely, suppose that Ig is a graded completely prime ideal of A with A ⊃ Ig and that
αβ−1 /∈ I, γ δ−1 /∈ I , where α,β, γ, δ ∈ A and β , δ not in Jg(A). Note that α /∈ Ig and γ /∈ Ig
by (1). There are ξ, η ∈ A with η /∈ Jg(A) such that β−1γ = ξη−1, that is, βξ = γ η /∈ Ig , be-
cause Jg(A) ⊇ Ig and so ξ /∈ Ig follows. Thus we have αβ−1γ δ−1R = αβ−1γR = αξη−1R =
αξR  I , because αξ /∈ Ig . Hence I is a completely prime ideal of R.
(4) Suppose that Ig is prime. Then it is easy to see that I is prime by (1). Conversely, suppose
that I is prime and that αAβ ⊆ Ig with β /∈ Ig , where α and β are in A. Then αAβ1R = αAβR ⊆
IgR = I for some β1 ∈ P(A) with βR = β1R. Since Aβ1A is a graded ideal of A, we have Aβ1R
is an ideal of R by (2). Thus, αRβ1 ⊆ I , β1 /∈ I , hence α ∈ I, α ∈ Ig and Ig is a prime. 
Next, we will show that R = R/J (R), the residue skew field of R by J (R), is isomorphic to
Q(V ∗E) for some subgroup E of G, where Q(V ∗E) is the quotient ring of a crossed product
algebra V ∗E of E over V = V/J (V ).
Lemma 2.2. Let A = ⊕x∈G xAx be a graded extension of V in K ∗ G and let Jg(A) =⊕
x∈G xJx be the graded Jacobson radical of A. Then:
(1) E = {x ∈ G | Ax ⊃ Jx} is a subgroup of G.
(2) For any x ∈ E and any cx ∈ Ax \ Jx , Ax = cxV and Jx = cxJ (V ).
(3) If xa and xb are both units in A, where x ∈ E and a, b ∈ Ax , then aV = bV .
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pletely prime, we have Jg(A) / xcxycy = xyτ(x, y)cσ(y)x cy , that is, τ(x, y)cσ(y)x cy ∈ Axy \ Jxy .
So xy ∈ E. Furthermore, since xcx ∈ U(A) by Lemma 1.5, (xcx)−1 = x−1(c−1x )σ(x−1) ×
τ(x, x−1)−1 ∈ x−1Ax−1 , but not in x−1Jx−1 and so x−1 ∈ E. Hence E is a subgroup of G.
(2) Since Jx is a right V -module in K and cx /∈ Jx , it follows that cxV ⊃ Jx . Let a ∈ Ax \ Jx .
Then xa ∈ U(A), that is, xaA = A = xcxA and so aV = cxV follows. Thus Ax = cxV .
To prove that Jx = cxJ (V ), let b ∈ J (V ) and suppose that xcxb ∈ U(A). Then b ∈ U(V ),
because xcx ∈ U(A), a contradiction. Hence cxb ∈ Jx . Conversely, let a ∈ Jx . Then a = cxd for
some d ∈ V . If d /∈ J (V ), then xcxd ∈ U(A), a contradiction. So a = cxd ∈ cxJ (V ) and hence
Jx = cxJ (V ) follows.
(3) xaA = A = xbA implies aA = bA and so aV = bV follows. 
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗G) and A =⊕x∈G xAx be the graded
extension of V in K ∗ G corresponding to R with Jg(A) =⊕x∈G xJx . Then A = A/Jg(A) is
isomorphic to V ∗ E, a crossed product algebra of E over V = V/J (V ), where E = {x ∈ G |
Ax ⊃ Jx} and R = R/J (R) ∼= Q(V ∗E).
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, E is a subgroup of G. For x ∈ E, we can write Ax = cxV for a fixed
cx ∈ Ax \ Jx . Since Ax is a left V σ(x)-module, it follows from the left version of Lemma 2.2 that
Ax = V σ(x)cx and Jx = J (V )σ(x)cx . So we have V = c−1x V σ(x)cx and J (V ) = c−1x J (V )σ(x)cx .
Thus the mapping ρ(x), defined by
vρ(x) = c−1x vσ(x)cx,
is an automorphism of V and ρ(x) naturally induces an automorphism ρ(x) of V by uρ(x) =
[uρ(x) + J (V )]. Furthermore, for any x, y ∈ E, xcxycy = xyτ(x, y)cσ(y)x cy ∈ U(A). So cxyV =
τ(x, y)c
σ(y)
x cyV by Lemma 2.2, that is, c−1xy τ (x, y)c
σ(y)
x cy ∈ U(V ). Set x˜ = xcx and y˜ = ycy .
Then
x˜y˜ = xcxycy = x˜yc−1xy τ (x, y)cσ(y)x cy = x˜yf (x, y),
where f (x, y) = c−1xy τ (x, y)cσ(y)x cy ∈ U(V ). For any u ∈ U(V ) and x, y ∈ E, we have
ux˜ = uxcx = xcxc−1x uσ(x)cx = x˜uρ(x),
u(x˜y˜) = ux˜yf (x, y) = x˜yuρ(xy)f (x, y)
and
(ux˜)y˜ = x˜uρ(x)y˜ = x˜yf (x, y)(uρ(x))ρ(y).
Thus uρ(xy) = f (x, y)(uρ(x))ρ(y)f (x, y)−1 ∈ U(V ). Similarly x˜(y˜z˜) = (x˜y˜)z˜ implies
f (x, yz)f (y, z) = f (xy, z)f (x, y)ρ(z) ∈ U(V ). Hence, for ρ :E → Aut(V ) and f :E × E →
V \ {0} with f (x, y) = f (x, y)+ J (V ) ∈ V , x, y ∈ E, we have a crossed product algebra V ∗E
with basis {x˜ | x ∈ E} over V , ux˜ = x˜uρ(x) and x˜y˜ = x˜yf (x, y) for u ∈ V , x, y ∈ E. Then
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the skew field of right quotients of V ∗E. 
3. Some standard extensions of V in Q(K ∗G)
In this section, we will give three different types of Gauss extensions of V in Q(K ∗ G).
A subset H of G is called a cone of G if H · H ⊆ H and G = H ∪ H−1. The cone H is called
proper if H = G. We write U(H) = H ∩H−1 for the group of units of H . We can define (one-
sided) ideals, (completely) prime ideals and the Jacobson radical of a cone in the same way as in
rings. Cones and valuation rings have similar properties, see for example [BD]. We collect some
of these properties in the following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.1. Let H be a proper cone of G. Then:
(1) J (H) = H \U(H) is the maximal right and the maximal left ideal of H ; it is the Jacobson
radical of H and is a completely prime ideal of H .
(2) Let x ∈ G. Then x ∈ J (H) if and only if x−1 ∈ G \H .
(3) G \H is a semigroup.
Proof. (1) This is due to [BD, §1, 1.1(a)].
(2) Suppose that x ∈ J (H). If x−1 ∈ H , then e = xx−1 ∈ J (H), a contradiction and so x−1 ∈
G \ H . Conversely, suppose that x−1 ∈ G \ H . Then x−1 ∈ H−1, that is, x ∈ H . If x /∈ J (H),
then x ∈ U(H) and so x−1 ∈ H , a contradiction. Hence x ∈ J (H).
(3) Let x and y ∈ G \ H . Then (xy)−1 = y−1x−1 ∈ J (H) by (1) and (2) and so xy ∈ G \ H
applying (2) again. 
Lemma 3.2.
(1) Let H be a proper cone of G. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of
all proper cones H0 of G with H0 ⊇ H and the set of all completely prime ideals P0 of H ,
which is obtained by; H0 → J (H0) and P0 → H0 = H ∪ (H \ P0)−1.
(2) Let P0 be a completely prime ideal of H and let H0 = H ∪ (H \ P0)−1. Then H \ P0 is a
cone of U(H0) with J (H \ P0) = J (H) \ P0 and U(H \ P0) = U(H).
Proof. (1) This is due to [BD, §1, 1.1(c)].
(2) This is obvious, because U(H0) = H0 \ P0. 
Stage one extensions for skew group rings over right ordered groups were studied and classi-
fied first in [BS2] using subsets of G, earlier examples were obtained for skew polynomial rings
in [BS1] and then in [XKM2], see also [BT].
Proposition 3.3. Let H be a proper cone of G with H ⊇ P . Then:
(1) A =⊕x∈U(H) xV ⊕ (⊕x∈J (H) xK) is a graded extension of V in K ∗ G if and only if
V σ(x) = V for all x ∈ U(H). The Gauss extension R = AJg(A), with Jg(A) =
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x∈U(H) xJ (V )⊕ (
⊕
x∈J (H) xK), satisfies
{
xR = R for any x ∈ U(H),
xR ⊂ kR for any x ∈ J (H), 0 = k ∈ K . (∗)
(2) Let S be a Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗ G) satisfying (∗), then S ∩ K ∗ G = A, where
A =⊕x∈U(H) xV ⊕ (⊕x∈J (H) xK).
Proof. (1) If A =⊕x∈U(H) xV ⊕ (⊕x∈J (H) xK) is a graded extension and x ∈ U(H), v ∈ V ,
then vx = xvσ(x), hence V σ(x) ⊆ V. Since, V σ(x−1) ⊆ V, it follows by Lemma 1.3(2) that
V σ(x) = V.
Conversely, if V σ(x) = V, for all x ∈ U(H), then A is multiplicatively closed, hence a graded
subring of K ∗ G. Therefore, by Proposition 1.2, A is a graded extension of V with Jg(A) =⊕
x∈U(H) xJ (V )⊕ (
⊕
x∈J (H) xK).
Furthermore, xR = R, since x ∈ U(A) for any x ∈ U(H). Also, for any x ∈ J (H) and any
0 = k ∈ K , we have k−1x = x(k−1)σ(x) ∈ Jg(A) ⊆ J (R) ⊂ R and so xR ⊂ kR follows.
(2) Let B = S ∩ K ∗ G = ⊕x∈G xBx , a graded extension of V in K ∗ G by Theo-
rem 1.7. By (∗), x ∈ B for any x ∈ U(H) and so Bx ⊇ V . Furthermore, x−1Bx−1xBx =
τ(x−1, x)Bσ(x)
x−1 Bx ⊆ V implies Bx ⊆ V , because 1 ∈ B
σ(x)
x−1 . Hence Bx = V and V σ(x) = V for
any x ∈ U(H) by Proposition 1.4(3). For any x ∈ J (H) and any 0 = k ∈ K , it follows from (∗)
that
x−1k = x−1τ(x, x−1)−1τ(x, x−1)k = x−1τ(x, x−1)k /∈ S.
So k /∈ Bx−1 and thus Bx−1 = (0) for any x ∈ J (H). It follows from Proposition 1.4(4), that
Bx = K and so B = A follows. 
The mapping σ :G → Aut(K) is called compatible with V if V = V σ(x) for all x ∈ G. If σ is
compatible with V , then the V -crossed product algebra of G over K naturally induces a crossed
product algebra V ∗G over V [P].
The following examples were studied in [BT,XKM1] in the case of Ore extensions.
Proposition 3.4.
(1) Suppose that σ is compatible with V . Then A = V ∗G is a graded extension of V in K ∗G
with Jg(A) = J (V ) ∗G and x ∈ U(A) for all x ∈ G. Conversely,
(2) Let B =⊕x∈G xBx be a graded extension of V in K ∗ G with x ∈ U(B) for any x ∈ G.
Then σ is compatible with V and B = V ∗G.
Proof. (1) This is clear from Proposition 1.2, Lemma 1.5 and the definition of crossed product
algebras.
(2) Since ax = xaσ(x) for any a ∈ V and x ∈ G, we have aσ(x) = x−1ax ∈ B ∩K = V , which
implies V σ(x) ⊆ V for any x ∈ G. So it follows from Lemma 1.3 that V = V σ(x), which shows
σ is compatible with V . Furthermore, B ⊇ xV and B ⊇ x−1V imply Bx ⊇ V and Bx−1 ⊇ V . So
Bx = V for any x ∈ G by Proposition 1.4. Hence B = V ∗G follows. 
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the relationship between the ideals of R = AJg(A) and the ideals of V . An ideal a of V is called
σ -invariant if aσ(x) = a for any x ∈ G. A σ -invariant ideal ℘ of V is called σ -prime if ab⊆ ℘,
where a and b are σ -invariant ideals of V , implies either a⊆ ℘ or b⊆ ℘.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that σ is compatible with V . Let A = V ∗ G be the crossed product
algebra of G over V and let R = AJg(A). Then
(1) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all right ideals of R and the set of
all right ideals of V , which is given by I → Ie = I ∩ K and Ie → IeR, where I is a right
ideal of R and Ie is a right ideal of V .
(2) I is an ideal of R if and only if Ie is a σ -invariant ideal of V .
(3) I is a completely prime ideal of R if and only if Ie is a σ -invariant completely prime ideal
of V , that is, a σ -invariant and completely prime ideal of V .
(4) I is a prime ideal of R if and only if Ie is a σ -invariant prime ideal of V .
Proof. (1) To prove (1) we recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of
right ideals of R and the set of graded right ideals of A. We will show that Ig → Ig ∩ K and
Ie → IeA establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the set of graded right ideals of A
and the set of right ideals of V.
For a right Ie of V , clearly IeA is a graded right ideal of A and IeA∩K = IeV = Ie.
It remains to show that IeA = Ig for a graded right ideal Ig of A with Ie = Ig ∩ A. By
construction, IeA ⊆ Ig. Conversely, let α = α1 +· · ·+αn be an element in Ig with αi = xiai ∈ Ig,
for xi ∈ G, ai ∈ V , since Ig is a graded right ideal. To prove that αi ∈ IeA, it is sufficient to find
















)σ(x−1i )τ(xi, x−1i )−1.
Thus, bi = τ(xi, x−1i )a
σ(x−1i )
i τ (xi, x
−1
i )
−1. Since x−1i ∈ A, αi = xiai ∈ Ig , τ(xi, x−1i ) ∈ U(V ),
it follows that αix−1i = (xiai)x−1i = τ(xi, x−1i )a
σ(x−1i )
i is in Ig ∩ K = Ie, and hence bi ∈ Ie.
Therefore, αi = xiai ∈ IeA for all i and Ig = IeA.
(2) Suppose that I is an ideal of R. Let a ∈ Ie and x ∈ G. Then (x)−1ax = aσ(x) ∈ Ie, because
x ∈ U(A) and so Ie is a σ -invariant ideal of V by Lemma 1.3.
Conversely, let Ie be a σ -invariant ideal of V . Then for any x ∈ G and a ∈ Ie, we have xa = bx
for b = τ(x, x−1)aσ(x−1)τ (x, x−1)−1, as in (1). Since a ∈ Ie, τ (x, x−1) ∈ U(V ), and Ie is a σ -
invariant ideal in V , it follows that b ∈ Ie and xa ∈ IeA. Now, we apply Theorem 2.1 to conclude
that I = IeR is an ideal of R since IeA is a graded ideal of A.
(3) Suppose that I is a completely prime ideal of R. Then Ie is completely prime, because
R/I ⊇ V/Ie . Conversely, suppose that Ie is σ -invariant and completely prime. Then I = IeR is
an ideal of R by (2). It suffices to prove that Ig = I ∩K ∗G is completely prime by Theorem 2.1.
Assume that αβ ∈ Ig and β /∈ Ig where α,β ∈ A. Then βR = β1R for some β1 ∈ P(A) and so
αβ1 ∈ αβR ∩ K ∗ G ⊆ I ∩ K ∗ G = Ig with β1 /∈ Ig . Let β1 = xb for some x ∈ G and b ∈ V .
Then β1x−1 = xbx−1 /∈ Ig ∩ K = Ie and αβ1x−1 ∈ Ig . Thus we may assume that β1 ∈ V \ Ie
with αβ1 ∈ Ig . Write α = α1 + · · · + αn, where αi = xiai for some xi ∈ G and ai ∈ V . Since Ig
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ai ∈ Ie for any i and so αi ∈ IeA = Ig . Hence Ig is completely prime.
(4) Suppose that Ie is a σ -invariant prime ideal of V and let I = IeR, an ideal of R. Assume
that BC ⊆ I , where B and C are ideals of R. By (1) and (2), B = BeR and C = CeR for some
σ -invariant ideals Be and Ce of V . So BeCe ⊆ Ie implies that either Be ⊆ Ie or Ce ⊆ Ie. Hence
we have either B ⊆ I or C ⊆ I so that I is a prime ideal of R.
Conversely suppose that I is a prime ideal of R. Then Ie is a σ -invariant ideal of V by (2).
Assume that Ie is not a prime ideal of V. Then there exits an ideal a of V such that a⊃ Ie ⊇ a2.
Let b =⋃{a | a is an ideal of V with a ⊃ Ie ⊇ a2}. Since the set of all ideals of V is linearly
ordered by inclusion, b is an ideal of V and b ⊃ Ie ⊇ b2. Hence, bσ(x) ⊃ Iσ(x)e ⊇ (bσ(x))2 and
bσ(x) ⊆ b for all x ∈ G. It follows from Lemma 1.3 that bσ(x) = b for all x ∈ G, that is, b
is a σ -invariant ideal in V . Thus, bR ⊃ IeR = I ⊇ b2R = bRbR = (bR)2, by (1) and (2), a
contradiction, since I is a prime ideal of R. This completes the proof of (4). 
In the case where A = V ∗G, any graded ideal of A is of the form a ∗G =⊕x∈G xa, where
a is a σ -invariant ideal of V . So we obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.6. Suppose that σ is compatible with V . Let A = V ∗ G be the crossed product
algebra of G over V and let ℘ be a σ -invariant ideal of V . Then
(1) I = ℘ ∗ G =⊕x∈G x℘ is a graded completely prime ideal of A if and only if ℘ is a com-
pletely prime ideal.
(2) I = ℘ ∗G is a graded prime ideal of A but not completely prime if and only if ℘ is a prime
ideal of V but not completely prime.
Finally, we provide examples of extensions of V in Q(K ∗G) which are related with overrings
of V and cones of G.
Proposition 3.7. Let W be an overring of V and H be a proper cone of G with H ⊇ P . Set
A =⊕x∈G\H xJ (W)⊕ (⊕x∈U(H) xV )⊕ (⊕x∈J (H) xWσ(x)). Then A is a graded extension of
V in K ∗G if and only if
(1) V σ(x) = V and Wσ(x) = W for any x ∈ U(H) and
(2) Wσ(x) ⊇ W for any x ∈ J (H).
Proof. Suppose that A is a graded extension of V in K ∗G. To prove the first statement (1), let
x ∈ U(H) and y ∈ J (H). Then V x = xV σ(x) and V x−1 = x−1V σ(x−1) imply V σ(x) ⊆ V and
V σ(x
−1) ⊆ V , respectively. So V σ(x) = V follows as before. Furthermore
xV yWσ(y) = xyτ(x, y)V σ(y)Wσ(y) = xyτ(x, y)Wσ(y),
which shows τ(x, y)Wσ(y) ⊆ Wσ(xy) since xy ∈ J (H), and so Wσ(y) ⊆ Wσ(xy) = (Wσ(x))σ (y).
Thus W ⊆ Wσ(x) follows. Similarly, we have Wσ(x−1) ⊇ W since x ∈ U(H) and hence W =
Wσ(x) by Lemma 1.3.
To prove the second statement (2), let x ∈ J (H). Then we have x−2J (W)xWσ(x) =
x−1τ(x−2, x)J (W)σ(x) and so τ(x−2, x)J (W)σ(x) ⊆ Ax−1 = J (W). Since Ax−1 is a left
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-module and τ(x−2, x) ∈ U(V σ(x−1)), it follows that J (W)σ(x) ⊆ J (W) and so
Wσ(x) ⊇ W follows for any x ∈ J (H).
Conversely, suppose that (1) and (2) hold. To prove that A is a ring, it suffices to prove that A
is closed under multiplication. This will be done in the following four cases. Let x, y ∈ G.
Case 1. x, y ∈ H . If x and y are both in U(H), xy ∈ U(H) and xV yV = xyτ(x, y)V = xyV . If
x ∈ U(H) and y ∈ J (H), then xy ∈ J (H) and so
xV yWσ(y) = xyτ(x, y)Wσ(xy) = xyWσ(xy),
because Wσ(y) = (Wσ(x))σ (y) = Wσ(xy). If x ∈ J (H) and y ∈ U(H), then xy ∈ J (H) and so,
by (2),
xWσ(x)yV = xyτ(x, y)Wσ(xy)V = xyWσ(xy).
If x, y are both in J (H), then xy ∈ J (H) and xWσ(x)yWσ(y) = xyτ(x, y)Wσ(x)σ (y)Wσ(y) ⊆
xyWσ(xy) by (2).
Case 2. x ∈ H and y ∈ G \H . If x ∈ U(H), then xy ∈ G \H and so
xV yJ (W) = xyτ(x, y)(V σ(x))σ(y)J (W) = xyV σ(xy)J (W) = xyJ (W),
because W ⊇ Wσ(xy) ⊇ V σ(xy) by Lemmas 1.3 and 3.1.
If x ∈ J (H), then
xWσ(x)yJ (W) = xyτ(x, y)Wσ(xy)J (W) = xyWσ(xy)J (W),
which is equal to xyJ (W) by Lemma 1.3 and assumption (2) if xy ∈ G \H . If xy ∈ U(H), then
xyWσ(xy)J (W) = xyWJ(W) ⊆ xyV and if xy ∈ J (H), then xyWσ(xy)J (W) ⊆ xyWσ(xy).
Case 3. x ∈ G \H and y ∈ H . If y ∈ U(H), then xy ∈ G \H and thus
xJ (W)yV = xyτ(x, y)J (W)σ(y)V = xyτ(x, y)J (W)V = xyJ (W),
because τ(x, y) ∈ U(V σ(xy)) ⊆ U(Wσ(xy)) ⊆ U(W) by Lemmas 1.3 and 3.1.
If y ∈ J (H), then
xJ (W)yWσ(y) = xyτ(x, y)J (W)σ(y) = xyJ (W)σ(y) ⊆ xyJ (W), (∗∗)
because τ(x, y) ∈ U(V σ(xy)) and V σ(xy) ⊆ Wσ(xy) = (Wσ(x))σ (y) ⊆ Wσ(y).
If xy ∈ U(H), then V = Axy , the xy-component of A.
If xy ∈ J (H), then Axy = Wσ(xy) and if xy ∈ G \H , then Axy = J (W).
Thus in any case, (∗∗) implies that the multiplication is closed.
Case 4. x, y ∈ G \H , then xy ∈ G \H by Lemma 3.1. So
xJ (W)yJ (W) = xyτ(x, y)J (W)σ(y)J (W) ⊆ xyτ(x, y)WJ(W) = xyJ (W),
H.H. Brungs et al. / Journal of Algebra 316 (2007) 189–205 203because τ(x, y) ∈ U(V σ(xy)) ⊆ U(Wσ(xy)) ⊆ U(W). It is easy to see that A is a graded extension
of K ∗G by Proposition 1.2. This completes the proof. 
Proposition 3.8. Under the notation as in Proposition 3.7, suppose that A =⊕x∈G\H xJ (W)⊕
(
⊕
x∈U(H) xV )⊕ (
⊕
x∈J (H) xWσ(x)) is a graded extension of V in K ∗G. Then
(1) Jg(A) =⊕x∈G\H xJ (W)⊕ (⊕x∈U(H) xJ (V ))⊕ (⊕x∈J (H) xWσ(x)).
(2) R = AJg(A) satisfies the following conditions:
{
J (W)R ⊂ xR ⊆ xWσ(x)R ⊂ R for any x ∈ J (H),
x ∈ U(R) for any x ∈ U(H). (∗)
Proof. (1) Set Jg(A) =⊕x∈G xJx as before. For any x ∈ J (H) and 0 = a ∈ Wσ(x), we have
(xa)−1 = x−1(a−1)σ(x−1) τ (x, x−1)−1. Assume that xa ∈ U(A), then (a−1)σ(x−1)τ (x, x−1)−1 ∈
J (W) and so (a−1)σ(x−1) ∈ J (W). It follows from Lemma 1.3 that
a−1 = τ(x−1, x)((a−1)σ(x−1))σ(x)τ(x−1, x)−1 ∈ τ(x−1, x)(J (W))σ(x)τ(x−1, x)−1,
which is equal to J (W)σ(x), because τ(x−1, x) ∈ U(W) ⊆ U(Wσ(x)). Hence 1 = a · a−1 ∈
Wσ(x)J (W)σ(x) = J (W)σ(x), a contradiction. Hence Jx = Wσ(x). Similarly Jx = J (W) for any
x ∈ G\H . For any x ∈ U(H) and a ∈ V , xa ∈ U(A) if and only if (a−1)σ(x−1)τ (x, x−1)−1 ∈ V ,
which is equivalent to a−1 ∈ V , that is, a ∈ U(V ). Hence Jx = J (V ) for any x ∈ U(H).
(2) For any x ∈ J (H), we have
x−1J (W) = x−1τ(x, x−1)−1J (W) = x−1J (W) ⊆ Jg(A) ⊆ J (R) ⊂ R,
which implies J (W)R ⊂ xR. Furthermore, xWσ(x) ⊆ Jg(A) implies xR ⊆ xWσ(x)R ⊆
Jg(A)R ⊆ J (R) ⊂ R. It is clear that x ∈ U(R) for any x ∈ U(H) since x ∈ U(A). This com-
pletes the proof. 
The converse of Proposition 3.8 is also true as it will be shown in the following:
Proposition 3.9. Let H be a proper cone of G with H ⊇ P , W be an overring of V and let S be
a Gauss extension of V in Q(K ∗G). Suppose that S satisfies:
{
J (W)S ⊂ xS ⊆ xWσ(x)S ⊂ S for any x ∈ J (H),
x ∈ U(S) for any x ∈ U(H). (∗)
Then














which is a graded extension of V in K ∗G.
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First, we will prove that Bx = J (W) for all x ∈ G \H . Let x ∈ G \H , equivalently, x = y−1
for some y ∈ J (H). By (∗), S ⊇ y−1J (W) = y−1τ(y, y−1)−1J (W) = y−1J (W), which implies
J (W) ⊆ By−1 = Bx .
Since V ⊇ yWσ(y)y−1By−1 = τ(y, y−1)WBy−1 , we have Bx = By−1 ⊆ (V : W)r . If W ⊃ V ,
then (V : W)r = J (W) by [IMU, Lemma 1.1] and thus Bx = J (W) follows. If W = V , then
(V : W)r = V and so we have either Bx = J (V ) or Bx = V . Suppose that Bx = V , then x ∈ S
and so τ(x, x−1) = xx−1 ∈ S, which is a unit in V . Thus x−1 ∈ U(S), contradicting the fact
x−1 ∈ J (S). Hence Bx = J (V ) follows, and thus Bx = J (W) for any x ∈ G \H .
Second we will prove that Bx = V for any x ∈ U(H). Since x ∈ U(S), we have x−1xBx =
τ(x−1, x)Bx ⊆ V and so Bx ⊆ V . On the other hand, xV ⊆ S implies V ⊆ Bx . Hence Bx = V
for any x ∈ U(H).
Finally we will prove that Bx = Wσ(x) for any x ∈ J (H). It is clear from (∗) that Wσ(x) ⊆ Bx .
To prove the converse inclusion, we claim first that Wσ(x) ⊇ W . To prove this we consider
x−2J (W)xWσ(x) = x−1τ(x−2, x)J (W)σ(x) ⊆ x−1Bx−1 = x−1J (W).
Thus τ(x−2, x)J (W)σ(x) ⊆ J (W) and so J (W)σ(x) ⊆ J (W) since Bx−1 = J (W) is a left
V σ(x
−1)
-module. Hence we have Wσ(x) ⊇ W , as desired.
To prove that Wσ(x) ⊇ Bx , consider xBxx−1J (W) = τ(x, x−1)Bσ(x−1)x J (W) ⊆ V and so
B
σ(x−1)












)−1 ⊆ τ(x−1, x)Wσ(x)τ(x−1, x)−1 = Wσ(x),
since τ(x−1, x) ∈ U(V ) ⊆ U(Wσ(x)).
If W = V and J (V )2 = J (V ), then (V : J (W))l = V and so Bx ⊆ V σ(x) follows similarly. If
W = V and J (V ) is principal, say, J (V ) = bV = V b for some b ∈ J (V ), then (V : J (W))l =
(V : J (V ))l = V b−1 = b−1V . On the other hand, V σ(x) ⊆ Bx implies V ⊆ Bσ(x−1)x and so V ⊆
B
σ(x−1)




x = b−1V . In the former
case, we have
V σ(x) = (Bσ (x−1)x )σ(x) = τ(x−1, x)−1Bxτ(x−1, x),
which shows V σ(x) = Bx , because τ(x−1, x) ∈ U(V ) ⊆ U(V σ(x)).
In the latter case, it follows that
(
b−1V
)σ(x) = (Bσ(x−1)x )σ(x) = τ(x−1, x)−1Bxτ(x−1, x),
which implies Bx = (b−1)σ(x)V σ(x), because U(V ) ⊆ U(V σ(x)), and so (b−1)σ(x) ∈ Bx .
Furthermore, since xBx ⊆ xS ⊂ S by (∗), we have x(b−1)σ(x) ∈ xBx ⊆ J (S) ∩ B = Jg(B)
and so τ(x−1, x) = x−1bb−1x = x−1bx(b−1)σ(x) ∈ x−1J (V )xBx ⊆ B . Thus x(b−1)σ(x) ∈
U(B), because τ(x−1, x) ∈ U(V ). This is a contradiction since xS ⊂ J (S). Thus Bx = V σ(x)
follows. Hence in any cases, Wσ(x) ⊇ Bx and so Wσ(x) = Bx . Therefore S ∩ (K ∗ G) =⊕
x∈G\H xJ (W)⊕ (
⊕
x∈U(H) xV )⊕ (
⊕
x∈J (H) xWσ(x)), completing the proof. 
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